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-   [Calista]   Hey   and   welcome   to   physicaltherapy.com.   Today's   course   is   titled   "Overview  

of   Hippotherapy   "for   Physical   Therapy   Professionals".   And   it's   my   pleasure   to   welcome  

and   introduce   Lori   Garone   to   physicaltherapy.com.   Lori   is   a   board-certified   clinical  

specialist   in   Hippotherapy   and   the   Director   of   Clinical   Education   at   South   University  

Virginia   Beach   PTA   program.   She   graduated   in   1990   from   Touro   College   of   Health  

Sciences.   A   Bachelor's   of   Arts   in   Community   Health   and   a   Master   of   Science   in  

Physical   Therapy.   Lori   had   a   physical   therapy   private   practice   on   Long   Island   New   York  

for   approximately   30   years,   treating   neuro   pediatric   and   adult   patients.   She  

represented   the   United   States   at   the   first   symposium   of   physiotherapists   and   riding  

instructors   in   Surrey,   England   in   1991   and   was   a   clinical   director   of   Milligan   Hill   at   The  

Center   for   Discovery   in   Harris,   New   York   from   2001   through   2005.   She   also   was   Interim  

Executive   Director   and   Therapy   Services   Director   at   NCEFT   from   2005   through   2007.  

She's   been   the   recipient   of   the   2010   Women   of   the   Year   Distinguished   Woman   Award  

in   Oyster   Bay,   Long   Island,   New   York   for   her   work   done   in   the   Health   Care   Industry.  

She   was   also   awarded   the   2013   American   Hippotherapy   Association's   Barbara   Glasow  

Therapist   of   The   Year   Award   for   service   incorporating   hippotherapy   into   therapy.   She  

has   been   serving   on   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association's   Board   from   1996  

through   2010   and   served   many   roles   including   in   Vice   President,   Education  

Chairperson,   Standards   and   Practice   Chairperson,   Nominating   Committee,   and  

Conference   Committees.   Lori   is   presently   continuing   to   serve   the   American  

Hippotherapy   Association's   Board   as   Educational   Chairperson.   And   at   this   time,   I'm  

going   to   hand   the   microphone   over   to   you   Lori.  

 

-   [Lori]   Thank   you   so   much.   It   is   my   pleasure   to   be   here   at   pt.com   to   present   this  

overview   of   hippotherapy   for   physical   therapy   professionals.   As   we   know,   PT   focuses  

on   the   whole   person   and   we   always   want   to   include   movement   because   we   are   the  

movement   specialists.   Equine   movement   also   integrates   multiple   body   systems   to  
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address   impairment   and   improve   the   participation   restrictions   that   we   see   in   our  

patients   or   clients.   So   this   is   a   really   nice   compliment   to   improved   movement   in   our  

patients   and   address   the   impairment.   There   is   a   disclosure   I'm   gonna   say   that   I   have  

received   an   honorarium   for   presenting   this   course   but   I   have   no,   have   no   relevant  

non-financial   relationships   to   disclose.   This   learning   event   does   not   focus   on,  

exclusively   on   any   specific   product   or   service   and   any   reference   to   that   is   merely   just   a  

reference   and   it   is   presented   by   physicaltherapy.com.   You   did   a   lovely   job   of   reading  

my   bio,   you   have   it   here.   I'm   not   gonna   review   it   but   I   have   been   in   this   field   for   a   very  

long   time   and   it's   my   pleasure   to   always   educate   therapists   about   this   actual   tool   that  

we   can   use.   I   wanna   thank   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association   for   permission   to  

publish   their   content   on   continuinged.com   and   I   also   want   to   just   mention   that   I   want  

to   also   thank   my   patients   who   were   part   of   my   practice   which   was   Physical   Therapy   in  

Motion   who   allowed   me   into   their   lives   and   also   allowed   me   to   capture   them   on   film  

with   their   permission   to   teach   other   therapy   professionals.   

 

So   this   is   really   a   pleasure   to   be   able   to   show   you   actual   patients   being   treated.   After  

this   course,   the   learning   outcomes   will   be   that   you   will   be   able   to   describe   at   least   two  

strategies   on   how   hippotherapy   can   be   used   as   a   physical   therapy   treatment   tool.   List  

three   principles   of   hippotherapy   in   its   application   in   the   ICF   model.   And   identify   at   least  

two   patient   or   impairment   populations   that   may   benefit   from   it.   So   again,   this   is   just   an  

overview.   It's   not   to   teach   you   how   to   do   it.   It's   to   give   you   an   idea   of   what   it   is.   The  

American   Physical   Therapy   Association   has   recognized   hippotherapy   as   in   the   scope  

of   practice   as   a   tool,   therapy,   strategy   and   approach   that   can   be   utilized   in   treatment  

since   the   1980s.   This   is   a   link   that   you   can   go   to   on   the   American   Hippotherapy  

website   to   see   the   letters   of   endorsement   for   that.   And   just   for   clarity   of   conversation,   I  

think   it's   really   important,   terminology   being   what   it   is   and   we're   always   looking   at  

terminology   is   hippotherapy   is   not   a   profession.   It's   not   a   separate   service.   You   don't  

have,   you're   not   a   hippotherapist   and   you   don't   have   a   hippotherapy   program.   If   you're  

practicing   hippotherapy   it   may   be   in   a   private   practice   or   it   may   be   through   a   hospital  
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system.   However,   it's   just   part   of   the   plan   of   care   and   one   of   the   tools.   Also,   many  

times   people   refer   to   it   as   equine   therapy   or   equine   assisted   therapy   and   that  

terminology   is   old   terminology,   we   don't   use   that   anymore.   As   the   horse   is   really   not  

assisting   the   therapy   because   the   clinical   decision   is   made   by   the   therapist.   So   the  

horse   is   our   tool,   just   like   we   would   use   any   other   tool.   Thus   there   is   no   time   when   the  

therapist   stops   doing   their   standard   practice   and   starts   doing   hippotherapy   or   equine  

therapy.   Basically   just   as   you   would   incorporate   any   other   tool   into   your   practice   to  

address   the   activity   restrictions   or   participation   limitations,   that's   how   you   would   apply  

hippotherapy.   So   this   is   the   actual   description.   We   don't   have   a   definition   of   what  

hippotherapy   is   because   it's   hard   to   define.   

 

The   word   came   from   the   Greek   'cause   they   used   the   word   hippo   for   horse   in   Greece  

and   here   in   the   United   States,   our   language   base   is   Latin   so   we   usually   see   equine   or  

equestrian   when   it   refers   to   horse.   This   came   from   Germany   originally   and   thus   the  

word   hippotherapy   was   basically   a   whole   description   of   how   therapy   professionals,   PT,  

OT   and   speech   and   language   pathology   professionals   use   evidence-based   practice,  

clinical   reasoning   in   the   purposeful   manipulation   of   the   equine   movement   as   a   therapy  

tool   meant   to   engage   all   the   systems   in   the   body.   The   sensory,   the   neuromotor   and   the  

cognitive   system   and   they're   all   meant   to   be   able   to   promote   functional   outcomes.   So  

this   slide   shows   the   actual   definition   by   the,   pardon   me,   description   by   the   American  

Hippotherapy   Association.   We're   gonna   go   to   this   video.   This   is   a   short   promotional  

video   to   show   you   hippotherapy   in   action.   So   let's   go   to   the   video.  

 

-   [Narrator]   The   American   Hippotherapy   Association   is   leading   the   way   in   treatment  

with   the   help   of   the   horse.   Occupational   therapy,   physical   therapy   and   speech  

language   pathology   professionals   use   the   horse's   movement   in   treatment   to   improve  

the   daily   function   of   people   with   disabilities.   Horses   are   unique   in   being   able   to   provide  

symmetric,   rhythmic   and   consistent   input   that   the   skilled   therapist   can   use   to   address  

the   client's   movement   and   sensory   needs.   There   is   is   substantial   research   supporting  
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this   specialized   tool   that   helps   clients   of   all   ages   improve   their   mobility,   balance,  

speech   and   daily   function.   Licensed   therapists   who   have   completed   the   American  

Hippotherapy   Association   training   and   have   pursued   certification   through   the   American  

Hippotherapy   Certification   Board   are   the   most   qualified   individuals   to   include   equine  

movement   in   treatment.   When   a   client   needs   occupational,   physical   or   speech  

language   therapy   services,   their   therapist   may   choose   to   include   hippotherapy   in   the  

treatment   plan.   Since   1992,   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association   has   been  

improving   lives   by   advancing   education,   best   practices   and   resources   for   licensed  

healthcare   professionals   who   incorporate   horses   in   therapy.   Visit   our   website   at  

www.AmericanHippotherapyAssociation.org   to   learn   more   about   hippotherapy   in  

treatment.   Let   AHA   lead   the   way.   

 

[Lori]   So   in   that   video,   we   could   see   how   the   person   who   was   sitting   on   the   horse   was  

and   the   horse   was   moving   in   different   directions   or   at   different   speeds.   And   we're  

gonna   talk   a   little   bit   more   about   that,   how   we   are   engaging   the   sensory,   the  

neuromotor   and   the,   all   the   systems   in   the   body.   There   is   evidence   of   course   that   the  

video   showed   that   we   had   research   to   be   able   to   back   up   the   manipulation   of   the  

horse's   movement   to   engage   these   systems   in   our   patients   and   it's   not   used   all   by  

itself.   It's   used   as   part   of   a   treatment   plan.   So   hippotherapy   can   be   used   with   many  

other   tools   and   basically   this,   this   slide   shows   you   how   when   you're   using   the   horse   as  

movement,   perhaps,   I'm   having   trouble   grabbing   that.   All   right,   I   wanted   to   use   the  

pointer   but   it's   not   working.   So   if   the   photo   on   the   right   with   the   child   on   the   horse   is  

the   same   child   off   of   the   horse.   So   here   on   the   horse   we   were   working   on   upper  

extremity   weight   bearing,   scapular   stabilization,   head   and   neck   control.   To,   ah   thank  

you.   To   engage   the   postural   control   of   the   child   and   then   be   able   to   bring   it   back   to   the  

clinic   and   actually   do   an   activity   where   he   could   kneel   sit   or   squat   and   pick   up   a   toy  

and   bring   it   to   another   toy   or   do   an   activity   or   a   game.   And   here   I   am   doing   a   little  

facilitation   to   stabilize   where   he   needs   to   be.   So   again   you   can   include   your   facilitatory  

techniques   with   your   hands   as   well   as   the   movement   of   the   horse   as   you   would   do   in  
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the   clinic.   Hippotherapy   should   never   be   just   the   only   tool   you   use   and   it   can   be  

incorporated   and   put   into   a   clinic,   a   home   or   a   community   setting   for   functional  

carryover.   So   I   really   like   this,   these   photos   because   for   those   of   you   who   have   NDT  

training,   this   is   a   quote   from   the   NDT   neurodevelopmental   approach   theoretical  

foundations   and   principals   of   clinical   practice.   Janet   Howell   had   printed   this   in   the  

book   on   page   19,   it's   in   their   first   paragraph   but   it's   from   Berta   Bobath.   "If   you   wanna  

gain   control   of   the   head   and   neck,   "you   have   to   gain   control   of   the   pelvis   first."   So  

we're   gonna   really   talk   about   how   hippotherapy   effects   the   pelvis   first   because   that's  

the   key   concept.   And   in   understanding   how   we   can   address   the   pelvis   while   the   person  

is   sitting   on   the   horse   and   moving   the   horse   to   engage   the   pelvis,   possibly   to   get  

anterior   and   posterior   control   or   create   some   rotational   motion   within   the   body,   this   is  

where   we   look   to   gain   that   control   first.   

 

So   some   of   the   diagnoses   that   we   can   benefit   from,   that   can   benefit   from   and   this   is  

not   just   any   of   them   but   this   is   just   a   few.   I'm   not   gonna   read   them   all.   Every   child   is,   or  

every   patient   is   assessed   based   on   whether   this   particular   treatment   tool   is   correct   for  

them.   We   usually   start   at   age   two   and   up,   what   we   do   say   about   that   is   that   the  

person,   the   therapist   who's   treating   the   population   that   they're   going   to   try   to  

incorporate   hippotherapy   in   their   plan   of   care,   they   definitely   need   to   be   working   with  

that   population   off   of   the   horse   and   have   experience   with   that.   So   especially   in   the  

pediatric   population,   the   more   experience   you   have   with   treating   whatever   age   group  

you're   working   with,   that's   sort   of   a   basis   for   understanding   how   to   apply   the   strategy  

and   the   tool   of   hippotherapy   into   their   treatment.   

 

So   some   of   the   benefits,   so   this   is   where   we   have   to   think   about,   hippotherapy   is   a  

tool.   So   our   tool   for   this   particular   population   is   that   we're   gonna   look   at   the  

impairment   in   the   body   and   address   that   first.   Because   we   have   to   do   that   in   therapy  

anyway.   So   you   know,   we   wanna   look   at   some   of   the   changes   that   we   might   see   based  

on   impairments   in   the   body   and   when   we   look   at   that,   there   is,   this   is   again.   This   is   not  
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a   laundry   list   of   all   of   them,   it's   just   a   few   things   that   we   can   address   through   the   body  

to   be   able   to   work   on   if   there's   any   impairments   that   are   effecting   this   particular   patient  

that   has   these,   these   disabilities.   So   the   interaction   of   the   movement   of   the   horse   to  

the   patient   all   right,   with   the   internal   and   external   systems.   So   we   have,   if   we   think  

about   the   ICF   model,   you   know.   We   have   those   contextual   factors   that   bring   in.   So  

when   someone's   on   a   horse,   they're   outside.   They're   having   the   environment   interact  

with   them   as   well   as   the   horse's   movement   interact   with   them,   as   well   as   the   therapist  

interacting   with   them.   So   we   see   all   of   this   internal   and   external   systems   making  

changes   in   their   body   systems.   And   we   usually   see   a   little   bit   better   our  

self-organization   which   will   help   with   functional   changes   in   the   patient.   Hippotherapy   is  

based   on   dynamic   systems   and   motor   learning   theory.   

 

It   also   complements   treatment   principles   for   neuromuscular   rehabilitation   and   sensory  

integration   theory   and   treatment.   We   find   that   the   somatosensory   and   proprioceptive  

input   from   the   horse   to   the   patient   as   the   horse   is   moving   through   space   and   the   pelvic  

motion   of   the   horse   to   the   patient's   pelvis   also   interacts   through   the   hip   and   the   spine  

all   the   way   up   the   vertebral   column   and   this   usually   helps   with   postural   and   motor  

responses.   It   helps   with   vestibular   activation,   the   patient   has   visual   flow   and   peripheral  

central   vision   and   there's   input,   throughout   the   central   nervous   system   for   arousal.   So  

the   sensory   receptors   in   our   joints   and   muscles   and   skin   work   together   to   help   us   build  

body   awareness   and   the   somatosensory   proprioceptive   cues   are   combined   with   the  

vestibular   proprioceptive   cues   and   visual   cues   to   control   motor   responses   which   help  

with   changes   in   the   body   and   the   head   position.   These   are   the   three   principles   of  

hippotherapy   and   this   is   really   important.   And   the   ones   on   the   left,   to   understand   that  

the   horse's   movement   promotes   active   responses   in   the   patient.   So   it's   not   a   pony  

ride.   You   really   need   to   see   some   adaptive   response   to   the   movement   of   the   horse   that  

the   therapist   has   directed   to   a   horse   handler   to   create   so   that   they   get   that   expected  

adaptive   response.   Variations   in   the   horse's   movement   which   is   directed   by   the  

therapist   promote   variations   in   the   patient's   response.   So   if   I   am   trying   to   have   a   child  
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perhaps   weightbear   down   and   create   an   anterior   positive   riding   reaction,   I   may   have  

the   horse   move   in   and   out   of   the   walk,   to   a   slow   walk   to   maybe   a   medium   walk   back   to  

a   slow   walk.   If   I   don't   feel   that   I'm   getting   the   engagement   of   the   patient   I   may   then  

say,   we're   gonna   do   walk   for   10   steps   and   then   a   gentle   stop   and   then   walk   for   10  

steps   and   a   gentle   stop.   And   then   I   wanna   see   if   that   actual   change   in   momentum   of  

the   horse   will   create   that   riding   reaction   in   the   patient   and   then   if   I   can   get   that   riding  

reaction   in   the   patient,   I   can   get   some   upper   extremity   weight   bearing,   scapular  

stabilization   to   improve   postural   control   and   then   eventually   develop   rotation   through  

the   trunk.   

 

The   other   thing   I   can   do   is   try   to   separate   and   dissociate   the   trunk   from   the   pelvis.   So  

that   I   can   create   higher   levels   of   developmental   activities   and   skills   for   the   child   or   the  

patient   to   develop   as   I   integrate   that   into   their   plan   of   care.   So   again,   patient   responses  

in   hippotherapy   are   intended   to   effect   function   as   I   said.   So   these   are   principles   of  

motor   learning.   So   hippotherapy,   and   this   is   the   beauty   of   it.   Provides   hundreds   of  

practice   opportunities.   It   requires   a   continuous   problem   solving   on   the   patient's   and  

the   therapist   has   the   variability   of   changing   it   and   the   practice   of   changing   what   they  

want   from   the   horse.   So   every   time   the   horse   takes   a   step,   it's   what   we   call   a  

facilitatory   input   or   moment.   

 

So   the   horse   in   say   20   minutes   may   take   2500   steps.   That   gives   a   therapist   the  

opportunity   to   provide   2500   opportunities   for   the   patient   to   problem   solve   out   perhaps  

whatever   the   impairment   is   that   they're   working.   And   let's   just   say   we're   working   on  

postural   control   to   be   consistent.   So   then   if   I   get   the   postural   control   and   I   see   the  

alignment   better   and   I   see   the   muscle   activation,   I   can   change   it   now.   So   I   have  

variability.   So   now   I   can   challenge   the   patient   a   little   bit   more   by   changing   the   activity  

of   the   horse's   movement.   So   I   may   have   the   horse   move   in   a   different   direction   or   in   a  

different   figure   to   challenge   balance,   to   challenge   weight   shift.   To   see   if   the   patient   is  

able   to   develop   a   balance   and   equilibrium   reaction   as   a   higher   level.   So   again,  
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variability   of   practice   really   is   there   for   us.   Even   in   a   clinic   there's   no   way   as   a   therapist  

you   can   provide   2500   facilitatory   inputs   to   a   patient   and   have   them   totally   engaged.  

Even   when   we   put   our   patients   on   a   therapy   bull   or   we   do   an   activity   with   them,   it's   not  

for   20   minutes   and   they   certainly   wouldn't   be   engaged   actively   to   be   able   to  

participate.   So   motivation   we   know   is   a   key   factor   in   therapy   and   because   this   offers  

this   opportunity   to   improve   motivation,   it   allows   us   to   be   able   to   really   give   the   patient  

all   those,   those   times,   hundreds   of   practice   opportunities.   I   call   it   perfect   practice  

opportunities   to   get   aligned   and   to   activate   the   correct   muscles.   So   again,   when   we  

look   at   neuromuscular   rehabilitation   principles   in   hippotherapy,   there   are   continual  

adjustments   that   are   very   refined   that   are   provided   by   the   skillful   manipulation   of  

graded   equine   movement.   We   can   promote   symmetry,   we   can   promote   alignment   and   I  

already   said   this   before,   we   can   promote   a   dissociation   of   the   trunk   and   the   pelvis   and  

we   provide   a   rhythmic,   repetitive,   symmetrical,   it's   also   bilateral,   weight   shift   with  

heightened   feedback   in   midline   orientation.   

 

So   we   are   really   working   on   all   of   this   at   the   same   time.   Where   if   we   were   trying   to   do  

that   in   a   clinic,   the   patient   might   fatigue,   the   patient   might   get   bored.   The   patient   might  

not   be   able   to   tolerate   it   but   because   it's   done   skillfully   through   graded   movement   and  

again,   it   allows   the   patient   to   adapt   to   it   without   too   much   effort,   it   allows   them   to   have  

all   these   opportunities   to   make   the   adjustments   in   their   neuromuscular   system.   Now  

the   other   thing   we   know   is   that   we   need   that   sensory   input   coming   in   for   our   motor  

system   to   work   and   sensory   integration   is   really   important   for   us   to   really   have   a  

coordinated   motor   control.   So   hippotherapy   also   addresses   the   sensory   integration  

principles.   It   provides   many   opportunities   for   an   enhanced   sensory   input   and  

processing.   We   can   modulate   it   in   the   context   of   a   meaningful   activity.   The  

manipulation   of   the   horse   will   give   graded   input   to   our   vestibular.   Our   proprioceptive,  

tactile,   visual,   all   of   the   systems   in   the   sensory   system   to   address   impairments   that  

they   may   have.   You   can   adjust   it   so   they   can   have   the   just   right   challenge   to   organize  

their   system,   to   create   a   motor   activity.   So   when   we   think   about   that,   the   horse   every  
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time   they   take   a   step   and   they   hit   the   ground   there's   a   vibratory   input   coming   up   which  

gives   to   the   proprioceptive   system.   There   is   movement   through   the   visual   flow   and  

vestibular   system   that   works   together   and   then   the   tactile   system   is   just   even   being   on  

the   horse.   There   are   different   tactile   inputs   from   the   textures   of   the   horse.   Whether   it's  

the   mane   or   whether   it's   their   body   or   it's   the   equipment   that   is   on   the   horse.   So   all   of  

that   is   going   to   impact   the   sensory   system   to   help   us   modulate   it   and   be   able   to   create  

a   motor   response.   'Cause   if   we   don't   have   our   sensory   system   organized,   our   motor  

system   cannot   work.   So   let's   bring   this   all   together.   Hippotherapy   works   and   in,   I'm  

gonna   just   say   you   gotta   think   about   this   as   what   the   key   is.   So   this   is   the   key.   The   key  

is   the   three   dimensional   pelvic   motion.   

 

We   first   have   to   look   at   how   the   patient's   pelvis   is   moving.   Are   they   locked   in   an  

anterior   pelvic   tilt?   Are   they   locked   in   a   posterior   pelvic   tilt?   Do   they   always   move   in  

just   an   anterior   and   posterior   plane   of   movement?   Do   they   not   have   rotational  

movements   developed   yet?   And   when   we   put   them   on   the   horse   what   we   find   is   that  

the   horse's   pelvis   moves   three-dimensionally   and   through   space   and   it   moves   within  

the   same   framework   of   our   own   pelvis   and   when,   the   only   difference   is   is   that   their  

pelvis   is   at   a   90   degree   angle   to   our   pelvis   when   the   patient   is   on   the   horse   and  

because   the   patient   is   usually   sitting   a   little   bit   in   front   of   the   pelvis,   there's   a   little  

moment   of   time   for   that   input   to   get   to   the   patient.   

 

So   if   we   want   the   patient   to   develop   anterior   movement   in   their   pelvis   because   perhaps  

they're   stuck   in   a   posterior   tilt,   we   can   just   allow   the   horse   to   move   a   particular   walk  

and   a   particular   school   figure   for   them   to   be   able   to   unlock   that   pelvis   and   create  

maybe   the   anterior   posterior.   We   can   also   get   lateral   rotation   through   the   hip,   through  

the   pelvis   of   the   horse   as   well   as   pelvic   rotation.   So   when   we   can   have   full   motion   of  

our   pelvis   and   dissociate   it   from   our   trunk,   we   have   better   opportunities   to   be   able   to  

work   on   the   goals   that   we   may   have   for   this   patient.   Whether   it's   postural   control   or  

gait   or   balance   or   coordination.   So   pelvic   motion   is   the   key   thing.   You   have   to   first   get  
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that   three   dimensional   pelvic   motion   for   your   patient   through   the   horse's   movement.  

Plus   the   horse   is   moving   through   space.   So   again,   we   get   that   visual   vestibular   flow.  

We   get   that   opportunity   to   say   as   they   move   through   space,   the   environment   changes  

and   they   can   react   to   it.   And   then   we   add   into   that   2000   to   2500   perfect   practice  

opportunities   that   effect   the   whole   body.   And   the   whole   body   is   able   to   experience   this  

and   process   it   for   acquisition   of   motor   skills.   So   this   is   the   key,   the   three   dimensional  

motion,   moving   through   space,   and   the   perfect   practice.   No   matter   what   you're  

working   on,   if   you   put   that   person   on   the   horse   and   you   don't   address   the   pelvis   and  

you   just   have   the   horse   walk,   it's   not   gonna   give   you   the   same   results.   You   need   to  

address   that   first.   We   have   a   lot   of   clinical   support   for   hippotherapy   as   a   treatment   tool.  

There's   research   that   we're   gonna   talk   about   when,   we're   at   the   end   of   this  

PowerPoint.   

 

The   multidimensional   movement   can   be   purposely   manipulated   all   right?   We   address  

the   impairment   in   the   system   for   that   and   that   is   to   support   when   they're   off   the   horse  

to   work   on   those   functional   activities.   All   right,   and   again,   when   we   think   about   15   to  

20   minutes   of   equine   movement   that   is   skillfully   applied   by   a   therapist   that's   been  

trained   to   do   that   with   a   team   that   can   do   that,   we   can   have   so   much   more  

neurosensory   motor   inputs   for   that   patient   to   be   able   to   get   those   moments   of   perfect  

practice   in   to   gain   motor   skills.   'Cause   we   know   it   takes   practice   but   we   need   perfect  

practice   for   that   to   happen.   

 

So   we're   gonna   look   at   a   few   videos   here.   And   what   I   wanna   just   say   before   we   start  

the   video   is   this   is   a   patient   who,   his   very   initial   time   coming   all   right.   He   had   a  

traumatic   brain   injury,   he   was   I   guess   it   was   in   2008?   He   was   born   in   1987.   These  

video   clips   show   him   walking   up   in   the   arena   to   be   able   to   get   to   the   horse.   He   was   hit  

by   a   hit   and   run   driver   and   tossed   over   a   high   tension   wire   50   feet   in   the   air.   Landed   on  

the   street,   they   took   him   for   dead.   Both   lungs   were   punctured,   his   bladder   burst.  

Damage   to   his   pancreas   and   liver.   He   had   a   right   humorous   fracture   on   his   upper  
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extremity   and   he   was   intubated.   When   he   was   intubated   they   didn't   expect   him   to   live  

and   they   intubated   him   so   fast   to   see   if   they   could   get   him   to   stay   alive.   They   damaged  

his   vocal   cords   during   the   process.   He   was   listed   as   a   grade   three   on   the   Glasgow  

Coma   Scale.   And   for   those   of   you   who   don't   know,   three   to   eight   is   severe   and   he   was  

in   a   coma   for   six   weeks,   listed   as   vegetative.   He   had   brain   damage   to   bilateral   front,  

right   occipital,   left   frontal,   arachnoid   space   and   brain   stem   damage   affecting   executive  

functioning   and   motor   tracks   which   control   fine   motor,   touch,   vibration,   proprioception,  

pain   touch   temperature   and   cardiac   as   well   as   respiratory   and   sleep.   So   he   had  

extensive   brain   damage.   

 

He   had   a   fracture   in   his   vertebral   column   at   L5,   at   the   transverse   process   and   at   the  

C7,   he   had   a   right   fracture.   He   also   had   damage   to   the   Falx   tentorium   in   the   cerebelli  

and   he   was   in   Kessler   Rehab   for   four   months.   And   then   when   he   came   home   he   had  

home   therapy.   He   did   wear   a   brace   on   both   lower   extremities   but   he   stopped   wearing  

the   brace   in   2010.   And   that   was   two   years   after   his   injury.   He   came   to   me   for   a   therapy  

referral   because   his   family   owned   horses   and   played   polo   and   he   was,   although   his,  

this   patient   had   no   interest   in   being   on   a   horse   but   he   had   been   around   them   and   they  

felt   that   he   was   not   able   to   walk   by   himself.   

 

Okay,   and   he   had   tremors   and   he   had   poor   balance   and   he   was   having   difficulty   with  

sitting   and   he   had   shoulder   girdle   problems   and   he   had   difficulty   with   just   maneuvering  

his   every   ADLs,   everyday   activities.   So   when   I   evaluated   him,   he   had,   he   had   fired  

which   is   kind   of   funny.   He   had   fired   all   his   other   therapists   and   he   agreed   to   continue  

physical   therapy   with   me   for   a   trial   to   see   if   he   could   walk   better   'cause   he   really   felt  

like   he   wanted   to   be   more   independent   with   his   walk.   Now   remembering   that   he   was   in  

his   20s   and   he   was   just   about   ready   to   graduate   Quinnipiac   University   where   he   was  

going,   this   is   a   person   who   is   an   adult,   who   has   his   own   mind   and   again,   his   brain's   not  

functioning   100%   with   executive   functioning.   However   he   certainly   can   communicate  

and   it   was   difficult   sometimes   because   of   his   speech   and   language   difficulties   but   we  
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had   a   way   to   communicate.   So   what   I   will   say   is   when   we   see   him   in   the   first   video,  

that   my   PT   student   who   was   on   a   clinical   affiliation   with   me   and   my   helper   who   was   my  

PTA,   my   PT   assistant.   Tech   actually,   not   assistant,   who   was   my   PT   tech   who   assisted  

me   with   the   treatment.   And   they   helped   walk   him   up   the   steps.   Now   there   was   no  

handrail   and   he   used   two   handrails   in   his   house   to   get   up   the   steps.   So   he   was   very  

much,   he   did   not   want   any   help   but   he   allowed   us   I   think   because   my   PT   student   was   a  

male   and   he   said   okay   it's   all   right,   I'll   let   him   do   it   for   me.   So   let's   take   a   look   at   that  

and   then   we're   gonna   look   at   him   walking   in   his   home   and   this   is   him   walking   after   a  

few   treatments.   So   let's   look   at   the   videos   now   of   the   first   one   with   him   walking   up   the  

stairs.   Now   you   see,   he   wanted   to   do   it   on   his   own   first.   And   then   he   allowed   us   to   help  

him   and   it's   hard   to   see   the   tremoring   that   he   has   but   definitely   there   is   a   tremoring   that  

he   could   not   control.   

 

Could   we   go   to   the   next   video   of   him   in   his   house.   So   again,   he   didn't   wanna   walk   in  

an   open   space.   He   really   just   wanted   to   walk   where   he   had   the   security   of   the   walls  

because   he   felt   that   he   really   was   not   stable   all   right?   Now   what   I   wanna   just   say   with  

this   video   you   can   see   the,   the   tightness   through   his   trunk   and   I   do   wanna   mention   that  

so   many   of   the   organs   had   so   much   scar   tissue   internally   because   of   all   the   damage.  

So   part   of   that   is   due   to   that   and   part   of   that   is   due   to   motor   control.   So   let's   go   to   the  

next   video.   Now   this   is   him   after   a   few   sessions.   Now   what   I   will   say   is   that   arm   is   in   a  

fixed   contracture   at   this   point   on   the   right.   However,   and   again   he   will   not   wear   AFOs  

or   any   kind   of   braces.   So   we   had   to   do   what   we   could   work   with.   But   again,   I   think   we  

can   see   that   we   are   getting   a   little   better   gait   pattern,   a   little   better   base   of   support  

coming   closer   together   and   his   trunk   is   moving   better.   All   right,   let's   go   back   to   the  

PowerPoint   please.   Now   this   is   him,   this   is   him   on   the   left   before   I   put   him   on   the   horse  

and   then   after   I   put   him   on   the   horse   another   time.   Now   what   I   want   you   to   pay  

attention   to   is   not   only   his   only   step   length   and   his   base   of   support   but   I   want   you   to  

also   pay   attention   to   his   hip   and   knee   flexion   that   occurs.   So   let's   play   the   first   video  

on   the   left.   And   his   cadence   as   well.   And   let's   go   to   the   next   video.   So   here   we   can   see  
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a   better   rhythm,   a   better   cadence.   A   better   hip   and   knee   flexion.   We   don't   see   a   lot   at  

the   ankle   going   on,   however   again   if   we   could've   gotten   him   into   an   AFO   I   think   we  

would've   had   a   better   gait   pattern   but   he   would   not   allow   that.   You   can   go   to   the  

PowerPoint   now.   And   he   was   on   the   horse   for   about   20   minutes   and   I   did   not   do   any  

pre-activities   with   him   in   case   you're   wondering.   I   did   the   activities   after   he   got   off   the  

horse   'cause   I   really   wanted   to   have   him   have   the   input   to   the   impairment   first   and   then  

work   on   him.   So   I   worked   on   him   with   gait,   stepping   over   obstacles.   I   worked   on   him  

doing   circles   on   the   ground,   working   on,   walking   on   uneven   surfaces   as   well   as   up   and  

down   ramps.   Now   before   we   go   to   this   video,   I   want   you   to   really   look   at   this   is   him   on  

the   horse.   Now   I   want   you   to   pay   attention   and   I   know   it's   a,   it   might   be   a   little   hard   to  

see   'cause   his,   his   shirt   is   a   little   loose   and   it's   hard   to   tell   but   he   gets,   I   want   you   to  

look   at   his   pelvic   motion.   I   want   you   to   look   at   his   shoulder   girdle   by   the,   from   the  

beginning   to   the   end   of   the   video   and   I   also   want   you   to   look   at   how   he   is   doing   the  

activities   that   I   asked   him   to   do   on   the   horse.   

 

This   horse   had   a   very   smooth   gait.   She   was   very   tolerant   of   anything   we   did.   So   he  

really   enjoyed   being   on   her   because   he   felt   she   was   sweet   which   helped   him   feel  

engaged   with   her   which   was   really   great.   So   again,   you   talk   about   the   motivational  

factor.   He   didn't   like   horses,   he   didn't   wanna   be   on   horses   but   he   had   a   relationship  

with   this   horse   which   is   really   good   and   that   helped   with   him.   Now   what   you   will   see   is  

on   the   speech   pathologist   is   on   one   side   and   I   am   on   the   other   side.   We   co-treated   him  

for   a   little   bit.   And   again   we're   working   on   the   impairment   first   to   get   the   motorsensory  

system   working   so   that   I   could   work   on   his   motor   control   and   she   could   work   on   the  

speech   motor   control   for   him.   He   did   not   like   any   assistance   at   this   point,   we   were   not  

allowed   to   really   touch   him   too   much   'cause   he   wanted   to   do   it   all   himself.   So   you   will  

see   him   ask,   probably   ask   us   to   leave   him   alone   and   that's   okay.   Because   he   problem  

solved   out.   So   let's   run   this   video   now.   And   I'm   just   gonna   say   you   can   just   adjust   your  

video,   your   audio.   I   don't   know   on   your   computer   if   it's   too   loud   for   you   but   there   was,  

this   was   made   for   his   family   'cause   they   asked   for   a   video   of   it.   So   there   was   music   put  
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to   it.   So   you   can   certainly   adjust   your   video   as   we.   So   I'm   just   gonna   stop   it   here.   Julia  

says   his   upper   body   is   so   well   developed.   Julia,   yes.   He   actually   also   took   part   in   a  

karate   class   with   an   instructor   who   especially   trained,   that   he   had   worked   with   before.  

And   really   worked   with   him   wonderfully.   We   coordinated   a   lot   of   activities   for   him.   So  

yes,   his   upper   body   got   so   much   more   development   which   was   good   because   he   really  

needed   that.   The   other   thing   I   wanna   mention   is   that   his   right   arm   was   fixed   you   know,  

in   a   functional   position   because   they   didn't   think   he   was   gonna   make   it.   So   I   hate   to  

say   it   but   they   fixed   it   so   they   thought   he   would   fit   in   the   casket   but   then   the   parents  

did   take   him   to   a   special   surgery   hospital   to   have   them,   some   work   done   on   the   joints  

in   the,   in   the   elbow   to   try   to   extend   it   to   get   more   movement   and   they   did.   So   that's  

why   you   see   he   has   more   range   of   motion   in   his   right   upper   extremity   now   but   because  

of   that,   it   wasn't   set   perfectly   and   he   didn't   get   it   full   extension.   So   we   were   working  

within   the   range   of   what   we   could   work   with   to   keep   his   upper   extremity   and   his  

scapular   working   so   that   we   could   have   symmetry   through   his   body.   I   hope   that  

answers   your   comment.   

 

And   then   Julia,   oh   you   said   thank   you   beautiful.   I   appreciate   that,   yeah   he   was   quite   an  

inspiration   to   work   with   because   he   was   very   motivated   and   as   you   can   see,   I   don't  

know   if   any   of   you   know   horses   but   he   was   wearing   his   father's   polo   helmet   and   in   the  

very   beginning   before   I   did   the   ring   work   with   him,   his   father   gave   a   polo   stick   to   work  

with   him.   So   we   used   that   for   bilateral   control   but   now   I   was   trying   to   make   it   so   that   I  

was   using   a   ring   so   I   could   get   him   a   little   closer   in   a   little   different   activities.   Let's   see  

what   else   we   got   here.   Oh,   Doreena   says   thank   you,   amazing,   miraculous.   Yeah   he  

was,   he   actually   was   so   inspirational   that   what   I   have   to   tell   you   is   that   he   did   a   lot   of  

presentations   and   thus   this   video   to   people   who   had   traumatic   brain   injuries   and   to   tell  

them   his   story   and   it   was   really   amazing.   Bonnie   says   she's   glad   to   see   the   helmet.  

Yeah,   yeah   well   you   know,   that's   part   of   the   thing.   You   need   to   wear   a   helmet   when  

you're   on   a   horse   anyway   and   there   are   special   helmets   that   we   go   over   in   the   actual  

training   of   therapists,   that   also   for   babies.   So   we   have   special   helmets   for   babies   that  
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are   approved   to   be   used   and   for   adults,   we   allow   them   to   use   a   regular   riding   helmet  

and   in   his   you   know,   activities   I   felt   he   was   fine   with   the   polo   helmet,   not   that   that's  

typically   used.   Gretchen   asked   how   long   did   this,   well   how   long   did   this   take   to   get   to  

this   progress?   So   I   will   tell   you   that   I   was   the   only   therapist   working   with   him   after  

awhile   and   he   worked   with   me   for   about   six   months   all   right?   And   then   he   fired   me.   So  

it   wasn't,   we   joked   around   about   it   all   the   time   and   his   mom   used   to   say   you   know,  

you're   the   only   therapist   he   hasn't   fired   yet   and   I   said   there'll   come   a   time.   So   he   said  

he   was,   we   got   him   to   the   point   where   he   could   actually   drive   a   car.   He   ended   up  

working,   finishing   his   schoolwork   and   graduating   Quinnipiac.   He   was,   actually   decided  

to   work   in,   in   child   development.   

 

So   he   was   working   in   a   special   needs   school   for   children.   So   he   could   drive   there,   have  

a   job   and   he   was   living   his   life.   So   at   that   point   he   said   to   me,   I'm   gonna   take   you   out  

to   a   steak   dinner   and   thank   you.   He   said   and   we   are   going   to,   and   this   now   I'm   firing  

you.   And   I   said   it's   okay,   with   me   you   come   back   and   see   me   any   time.   So   it   took  

about   six   months   to   get   to   this   but   like   I   said,   he   was,   the   injuries   to   his   body   was   so,  

so   intense   and   it   was   difficult   to   be   able   to   realize   all,   you   don't   see   it   in   the   video   so  

much   but   when   you   saw   him   actually   functioning   there   was   a   lot   to   work   on.   Does,  

does   the   speed   of   the   horse   impact,   Nina   asked   how   the   trunk   and   pelvis   are  

impacted.   Yes,   essentially   that   is   exactly   right.   So   the   speed   of   the   horse   does.   You  

have   to   pick   the   right   speed   for   what   you're   trying   to   accomplish.   If   I   feel   like   I   need,   I  

have   to   grade   it   because   I   don't   wanna   give   too   much   input   because   I   can   cause   more  

problems   than   not.   And   then   I   don't   get   him,   his   body   to   really   respond   to   what   I   want.  

Just   like   if   you're   using   your   hands   to   facilitate   and   you   can   feel   in   the   body   where   that,  

that,   say   the   pelvis   is   going.   If   you   want   them   to   weight   shift   as   they're   taking   a   step  

forward   you   give   them   maybe   a   little   more   and   then   you   take   it   away   and   not   that   you  

take   your   hands   off   but   you   might   take   a   little   less   and   then   back.   So   that's   how   we  

grade   it   back   and   forth   with   the   horse.   So   yes,   and   the   speed   does   effect.   Remember,  

if   we're   effecting   the   pelvis   we're   going   to   effect   the   trunk.   He   had   good   head   and   neck  
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control   with   the   movement   of   the   horse   and   that's   at,   yes   he   did.   That   was   the   one  

beautiful   thing   about   it   is   that   his   head   and   neck   control   was   pretty   good.   We   were  

really   working   on   shoulder   girdle   pelvis   and   trunk   and   then   gait.   How   long   did   it   take  

him   to   get   pelvic   control?   Well   he   wasn't   riding   a   horse   Lisa,   Lina.   He   was   getting  

therapy   on   a   horse,   so   I'd   like   to   just   make   that   distinction.   So   to   get   pelvic   control  

while   he   was   being   treated,   I   would   say   it,   we   see   the   improvements   after   about   two   or  

three   months.   I   saw   an   amazing   difference   in   his   ability   which   actually   even   though   you  

may   get   it   on   the   horse   before   that,   the   carryover   with   you   taking   him   off   the   horse   and  

then   working   on   gait   and   weight   shift   and   step   length   and   cadence   you   know,   manually  

and   doing   other,   like   I   did,   we   did   P   and   F   braiding   with   him.   We   did   a   lot   of   weight   shift  

activities   on   vestibular   boards.   

 

So   there   was   a   lot   of   different   inputs   that   we   were   giving   to   him,   to   challenge   him   off  

the   horse   which,   sometimes   on   the   horse   you'll   see   it   a   little   bit   better   than   you   see   it  

functionally   off   the   horse   until   you   overlay   and   get   the   input   off   the   horse   of   the  

facilitation   you   need.   I   hope   that   answers   your   question.   What   type   of   education   do  

you   need   to,   to   become   a   hippotherapy   PT?   So   what   you   wrote   is   like   a   hipotherapy,  

so   we're   doing   hippo,   H-I-P-P-O.   So   you   need   to   have,   we   recommend   you   know  

you're   a   PT.   You   have   your   license,   you   have   experience   working   in   the   clientele   that  

you're   thinking   that   you   wanna   put   on   the   horse.   And   this   is   from   Chu,   Chi   I   think   her  

name   is   or   his   name   is.   

 

So   you   need   to   have   some   experience.   I   think   you   know,   I   usually   say.   You   know   once  

you   graduate   your   entry   level   and   you   should   get   a   little,   I   would   say   a   year   or   two  

experience   working   in   the   field   and   then   you   know,   start   taking   the,   there's   two   courses  

that   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association   give   that's   part   of   their   foundation   courses  

and   we're   gonna   talk   about   that   at   the   end   of   this   PowerPoint.   Doreen   has   said   thank  

you   for   sharing.   An   amazing   young   man.   Yes,   how   do   you   unlock   a   posterior   or   anterior  

tilted   pelvis?   So   there's   no   cookbook   with   hippotherapy   but   again,   I   usually   do   some  
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graded   movements   in   those   planes.   So   just   like   I   might   take   the   child   or   the   patient   and  

put   them   on   a   bolster   and   facilitate   at   the   pelvis   to   sort   of   unlock   the   pelvis   in   a   weight  

shift   or   a   you   know,   or   an   anterior   posterior   facilitatory   weight   shift,   I   allow   the   horse   to  

do   that   for   me.   I   don't   know   if   you've   seen   in   the   video,   there   was   a   lot   of   lateral  

rotation   going   on   at   his   hip   joint   where   the   leg   was   ever,   you   could   see   it   at   the   femur  

where   the   leg   was   ever   so   gently   rotating   in   and   out   and   in   and   out.   So   that   helps  

unlock   the   pelvis   and   then   the   horse's,   if   you   looked   at   the   horse's   rump   how   that   was  

going   up   and   down   and   moving.   

 

That   is   again,   that   motion   that's   gonna   help   with   the   actual   pelvis   moving   in   a   rotational  

manner.   So   you   get   to   unlock   it   that   way.   I   hope   that   helps   you.   We,   you   can   use   the  

movement.   So   like   I   said   before,   you   can   use   school   figures   in   one   direction   if   you   feel  

you   need   to   unlock   it   in   one   direction.   If   it's   anterior   or   posterior.   You   probably   wanna  

work   on   straight   lines   and   grading   the   movement   back   and   forth   so   that   you   get   that  

gentle   adaptive   response.   So   Jennifer   asked,   so   that   was   a,   20-minute   treatment,   was  

that   his   first   session?   No,   no,   no,   no,   this   was   not   his   first   session.   This   was   into   his  

treatment.   I   would   say   probably   halfway.   The   difference   in   the   gait   video,   yeah.   So   that,  

that   was   probably   about   three   months   in.   And   that   S   was   the   right   side   of   the   effected  

more.   

 

'Cause   you   noted,   yes.   Some   trunk   and   pelvic   rotation   with   the   gait.   Yes,   his   right   side  

definitely   was   effected   more   but   it   was   sort   of   global   in   his   body.   Bonnie,   Tina   asked   if  

there   are   opportunities   for,   yes   PTAs,   definitely.   PTAs   can   take   the   courses.   There   are  

actually   certification   opportunities   through,   after   you   take   the   two   foundation   courses  

that   PTAs   can   take   and   sit   for   a   certification   in   hippotherapy   as   well   as   PTs.   So   yes,  

definitely   PTAs.   Does   insurance   pay   for   this?   Well   and   how   long   Gretchen   asks   and   it  

depends   on   the,   I'm   sure   it   depends   on   progress.   Well   like   in   any   PT   treatment,   does  

insurance   pay   for   everything?   No,   it   depends   on   you   know,   the   patient's   policy.  

Insurance   pays   for   physical   therapy.   If   insurance   pays   for   physical   therapy,   it's   up   to  
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the   therapist   to   decide   the   tools   and   strategies   that   are   in   the   plan   of   care.   There   are   no  

CPT   for   hippotherapy   because   it,   we   bill   it   usually   under   therapeutic   exercise   or  

neurorehab   or   gait   training   or   kinetic   activities.   Depending   on   what   you're   working   on   in  

that   patient.   So   typically   the   only   insurance   company   I   know   right   now   that   has   a   total  

exclusion   of   hippotherapy   was   Aetna   but   they   have,   they   keep   changing   their   policy.  

So   I'm   very   careful   about   the   type,   where   someone   is   treating   if   that   person   has   an  

Aetna   policy   to   check   to   see   if   there's   any   exclusions   because   if   they   do   exclude   it  

then   they   won't   be   able   to,   you   won't   be   able   to   bill   insurance   for   that.   But   you   can   bill  

insurance   for   the   other   part   and   then   the   patient   can   pay   you   know,   or   the   patient   can  

pay   out   of   pocket   if   they   feel   they   can.   

 

And   yes,   it   does   depend   on   progress   'cause   with   any   PT   sessions   you   know,   your,   your  

ability   to   make   progress   and   show   that   you're   gaining   functional   activity   and   skill   will  

help   you   continue   with   the   insurance.   There   is   a   minimal   age   for   the   horse   Jana   asks.  

Yes,   so   the   minimal   age   for   the   horse   is   basically   we   say   the   horse   needs   to   be   trained  

on   a   particular   training   scale   which   we   go   over   in   the   course.   But   we   usually   say   six  

years   old.   By   then   they   usually   have   enough   training   under   their,   their   scale   of   training  

that   gives   them   the   ability   to   have   walk   track   canter   with   someone   on   them.   And   be  

balanced   in   either   direction   and   have   the   mindset   and   training   to   be   able   to   trust   the  

human   as   their   herd   leader.   So   again,   it's   usually   six   or   older.   Do   I   know   his   status  

now?   

 

Actually   I   have   not   been   in   touch   with   his   family   in   about   three   years   but   I   will   have   to  

check   and   see   how   he's   doing.   I   do   hear   from   my   patients   every   so   often.   Not   as   much  

as   I   would   like   to   but   you   all   know   that   as   a   PT   you   become   ingrained   with   family,  

especially   when   you're   treating   their   children.   So   I   have   not   but   I   know   that   he   did   get  

engaged   and   I   think   he   might   have   gotten   married.   So   I   have   to   check   in   with   his   mom  

but   I'm   not   in   the   same   area   anymore.   Lina   asked   that.   What   level   of   cognitive  

functioning   does   the   patient   need   to   have?   Prakesh   asked   that,   can   anyone   benefit  
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from   equine   therapy?   So   I'm   gonna   just   say   this   again   and   I   want   you   all   to   like   virtually  

raise   your   hand.   You   don't   have   to   do   it   now.   You   know   on   the   computer   but   just   raise  

your   hand   and   repeat   after   me,   there   is   no   equine   therapy.   Equine   therapy   treats   a  

horse,   not   a   person.   This   is   physical   therapy   and   we   use   the   skilled   manipulation   of   the  

horse   called   hippotherapy   to   address   the   impairment   in   the   system   and   it's   part   of   a  

total   plan   of   care.   So   the   cognitive   function   depends   on   your   patient.   So   if   they   have,   if  

they   don't   have   a   high   cognitive   functioning   it   doesn't   mean   they   won't   benefit   from   it.  

When   I,   I   remember   treating   a   little   girl   who   had   scoliosis   and   she   was   very   low  

cognitive   functioning.   She   was   probably   about   six   years   old   and   very   low   muscle   tone  

and   I   remember   when   she   first   came   to   me   the   doctor   had   done   xrays   of   her   spine   and  

six   months   after   treating   her,   there   was   a   10   degree   change   in   her   spine   that   improved  

the   curve.   

 

Now   again   it   was   more   of   a   functional   curve   because   of   her   low   muscle   tone   but  

there's   a   lot   of   studies   in   German,   initially   when   they   first   started   with   this,   that   they  

took   a   lot   of   patients   who   had   scoliosis   and   because   of   the   symmetry   of   the   horse's  

walk   and   it   works   on   either   side   and   it's   repetitive,   you're   exercising   either   side   of   those  

spinal   muscles   and   the   back   extensors   as   well   as   the   abdominal   muscles   and   you're  

doing   it   in   combination   and   in   small   graded   movements   to   be   able   to   activate   those  

muscles.   To   be   able   to   help   improve   the   functional   curve.   So   cognitive   function,   and  

she   was   very   low   functioning.   

 

So   it   wasn't   like   she   actively   could   do   anything.   So   that's   just   something   I   wanted   to  

share   with   you.   What   does   a   typical   session   look   like?   And   then   back   to   the   clinic.   So   it  

depends   on   the   patient   you   know.   Every   patient   needs   a   certain   amount   of   time   on   the  

horse.   When   you   see   you   have   that   optimal   you   know,   input   and   you   got   what   you  

want,   it   might   be   time   to   take   them   off.   Or   you   might   wanna   really   just   keep   it   going   a  

little   bit   more.   So   it   depends   on   your   patient,   it   depends   on   their   disability,   it   depends  

on   the   impairment.   I   hate   to   say   that   but   it's   all   done   through   an   evaluation   like   you  
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would   do   any   other   patient   evaluation.   And   then   how   long   do   you   keep   somebody   on  

a,   on   a   bull?   How   long   do   you   keep   somebody   on   a   swing?   So   and   then   integrating,  

sometimes   you   integrate   before,   sometimes   after.   You   can   totally   do   a   60   minute  

treatment   if   your   patient   can   handle   that.   And   yes,   home   exercises   with   these   patients  

always.   Nothing   changes.   All   right,   let   me   move   forward   a   little   bit   and   then   I'm   gonna  

get   to   the   rest   of   the   questions.   So   we'll   just   watch   this   a   little   more.   All   right,   let's   go  

back   to   the   PowerPoint.   So   this   video   really   was   not   to   show   his   whole   treatment.   It  

was   just   to   show   you   the   impact   that   the   horse's   movement   had   on   his   treatment   and  

accessing   how   the   pelvis   really   gets   accessed   and   then   it   improves   the   overall  

alignment   of   the   patient.   

 

We're   gonna   look   at   an   adult   now.   Another   adult   that   had   a   right   CVA.   She   initially   was  

very   unstable   and   unfortunately,   she   was   a   46-year-old   woman   with   a   two-year-old  

child,   so   caring   for   her   child   was   really   important   which   she   was   having   difficulty   with.  

She   had   balance   problems   and   fall   problems.   Decreased   step   length   and   poor  

cadence.   Foot   drop   as   well   on   the   left.   She   did   wear   an   Allard   ToeOFF   AFO.   She   had  

decreased   arm   swing   and   loss   of   kinesthetic   and   proprioception   on   the   left   side.   She  

also   displayed   a   loss   of   upper   extremity   function   due   to   flexor   synergies.   So   her   hands,  

it   was   very   fisted.   Her   wrist   was   very   flexed.   And   you   could   probably   see   the   shoulder  

girdle   and   stability   in   alignment.   The   horse   that   we   have   her   on   again,   had   a   natural  

overtrack.  

 

  That's   where   they   step   past   the   hoof   print   of   their   other   leg   on   the   same   side   and   we  

get   into   more   of   that   training   in   the   course   which   means   that,   the   horse   creates   a   lot   of  

impulsion   and   thrust   to   the   pelvis   for   pelvic   motion   and   that   also   helps   with   arm   swing  

as   well   as   pelvic   input   for   gait.   So   it's   sort   of   like   a   natural   gait   trainer.   And   she,   her  

treatment,   you'll   also   see,   we   worked   with   her   in   the   home   and   we   also   worked   with  

her   with   P   and   F   patterns.   And   again   you   will   see   one   of   my   PT   students   who   were   on  

clinical   working   with   her   in   the   home   and   doing   some   interesting   exercises   with   her.   So  
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let's   take   a   look.   So   this   was   her   at   home,   I   just   wanna   mention   before.   We   worked  

with   her   in   the   house.   I   just   wanted   to   see   how   she   was   walking   and   then   this   is   before  

she   was   on   the   horse   as   well.   So   this   was   a,   we   went   to   the   hone   first   and   treated   her  

and   then   she,   another   day   she   came   to   the   facility   and   we   worked   with   her   at   the  

facility.   

 

-   [Lori]   All   right,   let's   go   to   the   next   slide.   So   in   that   video   you   could   see   how   the   home  

program,   when   we   worked   with   her   at   home   helped   improve   her   step   length,   her  

cadence,   her   arm   swing   and   her   base   of   support.   And   then   combining   that,   how   we  

could   see   how   the   hippotherapy   when   that   was   included   did   it   as   well.   So   the   two  

things   combined   really   made   her   functional   and   she   was   treated   I   guess   for   about   a  

year   and   then   discharged   and   she,   if   you   saw   her   today   you   wouldn't   know   that   she  

even   had   a   stroke.   I   mean   that's   how   well   that   she   recovered.   We're   gonna   go   to,   let's  

see   the   next   patient   and   I'll   get   to   the   questions   at   the   end   I   just   wanna   get   through  

these.   So   let's   go   to   the   first   one.   This   is   a   child,   a   pediatric   child.   She   has   home   and  

outdoor   clinic.   We   will   looking   at   her   gait,   she   had   cerebral   palsy.   She   was   right  

hemiplegia,   she   had   spastic   diplegia   as   well.   They   went   back   and   forth   with   the  

diagnosis.   She   also   had   shunting   bilaterally,   epilepsy   and   global   delays.   She   was   born  

seven   weeks   premature   with   grade   three   intraventricular   hemorrhage   and   had   bilateral  

derotation   osteotomies.   Truthfully   when   I   first   started   seeing   her   and   I   wish   I   would've  

video   taped   her   at   that   point.   Her   internal   rotation   was   so   severe   that   it   was   impossible  

for   her   to   even   walk.   This   is   after   the   derotation.   She   also   had   tendon   lengthenings   and  

shunt   revisions.   She   had   a   number   of   different   equipments   that   she   used.   She   had   an  

anterior   pelvic   tilt,   increased   internal   rotation,   scoliosis   and   she   was   using   a   walker  

primarily   when   we,   she   was   in   2011.   Then   moved   to   bilateral   lofstrand   crutches   in   the  

home   and   therapy.   And   then   you'll   see   in   the   second   video   how   she's   very  

independent   and   walking   on   different   surfaces   and   grades   and   the   difference.   She   also  

had   a   treatment   of   Botox   and   Phenol   about   a   year   later.   And   that   really   assisted   her   as  

well   in   her   therapy   functional   outcomes.   So   let's   look   at   the   first   video   of   her   in   home  
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therapy.   So   this   is   just   a   little   video   of   her   coming   down   the   stairs   and   you   can   see   the  

therapist   trying   to   improve   the   alignment   and   the   step   without   her,   see   how   she   rotates  

in   automatically   and   this   is   after   the   derotation.   It   was   retraining   the   muscular   system   to  

be   able   to   keep   the   alignment   properly.   And   you   see   how   she   loses   her   balance   and  

then   she   self   corrects?   And   you   can   see   with   increased   effort   how   that   really   causes  

that   associated   response   to   like   really   internally   rotate   still   and   the   weight   shift   is   really  

poor.   Okay   let's   go   to   the   next   video.   And   this   is.   This   is   before   she   gets   on   the   horse  

for   the   hippotherapy   part   of   her   treatment   and   then   we'll   see   her   afterwards.   

 

♪   I'd   like   to   make   myself   believe   ♪   ♪   That   planet   earth   turns   slowly   ♪   ♪   It's   hard   to   say  

that   I'd   rather   stay   awake   ♪   ♪   When   I'm   asleep   ♪   ♪   'Cause   everything   is   never   as   it  

seems   ♪   ♪   Slowly   ♪   ♪   You   saved   me   then   ♪   ♪   You   saved   me   then   ♪   ♪   Let   me   reach,   let  

me   beach   ♪   ♪   On   the   shores   of   Tripoli   ♪   ♪   Let   me   sail,   let   me   sail   ♪   ♪   Let   me   crush   up   on  

your   shoulder   ♪   ♪   Let   me   reach,   let   me   beach   ♪   ♪   From   the   yellow   symphony   ♪   ♪   Sail  

away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,  

sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   From   Bissau   to   Palau,   in   the   shade   of  

Avalon   ♪   ♪   From   Fiji   to   Tyree   and   the   Isles   of   Ebony   ♪   ♪   From   Peru   to   Cebu   hear   the  

power   of   Babylon   ♪   ♪   From   Bali   to   Cali,   far   beneath   the   Coral   Sea   ♪  

 

-   [Lori]   Just   going   over,   there   we   go.   Here   that's   good.   ♪   Turn   it   up,   turn   it   up,   turn   it   up  

♪   ♪   Turn   it   up,   turn   it   up,   turn   it   up,   up   ♪   ♪   Turn   it   up,   turn   it   up,   turn   it   up,   up,   up   ♪   ♪   Sail  

away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,  

sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   From   the   North   to   the   South,   Ebudae  

into   Khartoum   ♪   ♪   From   the   deep   sea   of   Clouds   to   the   island   of   the   moon   ♪   ♪   Carry   me  

on   the   waves   to   the   land   I've   never   been   ♪   ♪   Carry   me   on   the   waves   to   the   lands   I've  

never   seen   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   with   the   Orinoco   Flow   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can  

sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   We   can   steer,   we   can   near   ♪   ♪   With   Rob  

Dickins   at   the   wheel   ♪   ♪   We   can   sigh,   say   goodbye   Ross   and   his   dependencies   ♪   ♪   We  

can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   We   can   reach,   we   can   beach  
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♪   ♪   On   the   shores   of   Tripoli   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail  

away   ♪   ♪   From   Bali   to   Cali,   far   beneath   the   Coral   Sea   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪  

Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   From   Bissau   to   Palau,   in   the   shade   of   Avalon   ♪   ♪   We  

can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   We   can   reach,   we   can   beach  

♪   ♪   Far   beyond   the   Yellow   Sea   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail  

away   ♪   ♪   From   Peru   to   Cebu   hear   the   power   of   Babylon   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪  

Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   We   can   sail,   we   can   sail   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail  

away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail   away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪   ♪   Sail  

away,   sail   away,   sail   away   ♪  

 

-   [Lori]   All   right,   let's   go   to   the   PowerPoint   again.   So   hopefully   you   saw   how   the  

difference   in   her   gait   after   she   got   off   of   the   horse.   Now   some   of   that   transition   on   the  

uneven   grass   to   the,   the   wood   area   there   that   had   a   little   grade   up,   she   did   not   have   as  

much   internal   rotation   so   we   activated   that   muscle   group   a   little   better   and   the   other  

part   is   when   I   turned   her   around   backwards,   that   increases   her   base   of   support.   So   it  

gives   a   little   bit   more   of   a   stretch   to   the   abductors   all   right.   And   it   also   helps   with   giving  

them   a   little   bit   more   alignment   in   the   pelvis   'cause   it's   giving   them   a   larger   base   of  

support.   

 

You   could   see   that   sometimes   she   fatigued   out   and   again,   you   just   have   to   carefully  

grade   and   support   where   you   need   to.   Sometimes   people   start   to   look   a   little   worse   on  

the   horse   but   then   when   you   get   them   off   and   you   work   with   them,   you   will   see   an  

improvement.   One   of   the   things   that   I   like   to   do   as   a   home   program   for   some   of   my  

patients   where   I'm   working   on   this   type   of   diagnosis   with   a   gait   pattern   where   they're  

independently   trying   to   walk   is   I   have   them   at   home   walk   down   a   hallway   and   they   can  

hold   either   side   of   the   walls   and   I   tell   them   just   walk   normally.   You   know   and   then   count  

your   steps.   Come   back   and   take   one   step   less.   So   what   that   essentially   does   is   that,  

and   I   don't   care   how   pretty   it   looks   or   not.   You   can   fall   down   onto   your   knees   if   you  

need   to   do   that   but   I   want   you   to   take   a   larger   step   and   make   it   less   steps   as   you   go  
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and   you   can   use   whatever   you   need   to   do   to   create   that   and   we   go   back   and   forth   like  

that   until   we   reach   the   end   point   where   they   can't   get   any   less   steps   in   and   get   to   the  

end   of   that   hallway.   And   then   I   ask   them   to   walk   normally   again   and   you   see   a  

difference.   So   that's   a   good   home   program   for   kids   like   this   when   you're   doing  

hippotherapy   because   essentially,   the   horse   is   doing   that   for   them.   It's   taking   them   out  

of   that   base   of   support,   out   of   that   typical   pattern   that   they   always   move   in   and   it's  

stretching   it   out   with   every   step   the   horse   is   taking   and   it's   making   that   pelvis   move   a  

little   bit   more   so   it's   making   them   a   little   unbalanced   on   the   horse.   But   then   they   get  

that   reaction   and   that   repeats   and   repeats   and   repeats   and   when   they   get   off   the   horse  

they   walk   better.   So   again,   just   being   able   to   understand   that   concept   of   the   strategy  

between   the   tool   we're   using   you   know,   and   we   can   complement   it   at   home   with   a  

home   activity   that   they   can   just   practice   on   their   own.   And   definitely   this   child   did  

amazing.   

 

She   had   great   motivation.   The   parents   really   highly   motivated   to   carry   over   anything   at  

home   she   needed   to   do   and   she   progressed   really   well.   So   hopefully   you   saw   all   those  

differences   in   how   she   responded   before   she   got   off   the   horse   and   what   her   gait  

looked   like   after   and   her   balance   and   her   equilibrium   reactions   really   kicked   in   when  

she   was   on   the   uneven   surface   and   she   could   self   correct   and   there   was   less   internal  

rotation.   Now   she   still   had   a   little   internal   rotation   on   that   lower   extremity   as   she   was  

challenged   but   it   was   not   as   much   as   when   she   first   walked   up   the   ramp   to   get   on   the  

horse.   And   I'm   gonna   take   questions   in   just   a   little   bit.   Let   me   just   get   through   this   and  

then   we'll   answer   all   your   questions.   So,   why   do   we   say   the   treatment   tool   of  

hippotherapy   which   is   the   movement   of   the   horse   is   effective   in   a   therapy   plan   of   care?  

How   does   it   gonna   work   to   develop   postural   control,   balance,   coordination,  

equilibrium,   graded   muscle   control,   graded   coordination   control   and   gait   training.   All  

right,   so   I   think   you've   seen   it   for   yourself.   They   say   a   picture's   worth   1000   words,   I  

think   a   video's   worth   3000   or   more.   I'll   say   2500   because   that's   the   steps   the   horse  

takes   but   the   reason   for   it   is   because   optimal   use   in   physical   therapy   treatment   when  
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we   integrate   skilled   manipulation   of   equine   movement.   Okay,   only   if   the   horse   can  

properly   balance   its   own   body.   So   the   training   is   really   important.   All   right   and   I   know  

some   of   you   had   asked   about   some   of   that.   So   the   horse   needs   to   have   carrying   power  

which   basically   the   hind   leg   steps   under   and   the   back   rises.   It,   that's   produced   by   the  

ventral   muscles   of   the   horse.   All   right,   so   every   time   they   take   a   step,   that   top   line,   we  

call   it   those   muscles   on   the   top   of   the   horse   come   up.   Okay,   and   then   they   need   to  

have   the   rest   from   the   hind   leg.   

 

So   as   it   lifts   off,   and   then   the   back   drops   down   as   a   result   of   the   dorsal   muscles,   they  

thrust   that   leg   forward   all   right?   And   that   is   the   key,   that   is   what   we   call   is   the   engine   of  

our   horse.   And   that   horse   needs   to   have   a   good   engine   to   be   able   for   our   patients   to  

get   that   input.   So   if   you   have   a   horse   who's   25   years   old   and   arthritic   and   takes   short  

steps,   you're   not   gonna   get   the   same   results   as   a   horse   whose   pelvis   can   move   three  

dimensionally   in   all   the   planes   equally   and   has   the   ability   to   have   carrying   power   and  

thrust   through   its   hind   leg,   all   right   and   can   grade   it   to   be   able   to   have   its   muscles   be  

used   effectively   to   effectively   have   that   input   to   our   patient.   Oops,   did   I   skip   a   slide  

there?   

 

Yeah   okay,   so   when   you   are   able   to   manipulate   the   equine   movement   and   some   of   you  

asked   about   you   know,   is   there   always   a   horse   handler   or   are   there   always   two   people  

on   either   side,   yes.   Now   always   two   people   on   either   side   is   at   the   discretion   of   the  

therapist   but   I   always   like   it.   And   sometimes   therapists   have   two   therapy   techs   on  

either   side   all   right   and   then   their   horse   handler   is   the   other   therapy   tech   and   the   horse  

handler   has   to   be   trained   in   special   training   for   being   a   horse   handler   for   hippotherapy  

because   they   have   to   understand   how   to   create   that   movement   whether   they're  

walking   behind   the   horse   in   what   we   call   long   lines   or   leading   the   horse   from   the   front  

with   a   lead   rope.   And   they   have   to   have   that   relationship   and   the   horse   and   them   have  

to   have   that   training   together   to   be   able   to   create   what   the   therapist   is   asking   them   to  

do.   All   right,   so   yes   there   are   usually   a   horse   handler   and   two.   Now   some,   some  
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therapists,   I've   known   some   therapists   who   are   very   petite   and   they   treat   adults   and  

they   put   them   on   larger   horses   and   there's   no   way   they   can   be   there   to   really  

effectively   be   safe   so   they   may   have   two   people   who   are   techs   there   and   not   one   of  

them   the   therapist   and   the   other   a   tech.   And   then   you   saw   in   the   TBI   patient   that   I   had,  

you   know   at   one   point   it   was   both,   it   was   speech   and   PT   cotreating   together.   So   it's  

whatever   combination   you   need   to   work   with.   So   again,   hippotherpy   will   give  

counter-rotational   impulses   to   elicit   coordination   responses   all   right,   through   the  

movement   of   the   horse   because   that   swinging   impulse   stimulates   diagonal,   rotational  

trunk   movement.   The   repetition   of   all   of   this   is   rhythmic.   It   happens   over   and   over   and  

over   again.   

 

The   horse   is   trained   to   take   a   step   length   at   the   same   step   length   every   time,   they   do  

not   vary   all   right.   So   this   is   where   it   really   helps   as   a   superior   gait   training.   I   mean   it   is  

one   of   my   best   gait   trainers   for   patients   who   are   appropriate   for   it.   All   right,   it   helps   with  

coordination,   balance,   equilibrium,   postural   control.   All   right,   it   addresses   these  

impairments   in   the   body   and   the   activity   restrictions   they   have   so   that   they   have   less  

participation   limitations   and   they   have   better   functional   outcomes.   That   repetition,   all   of  

that   input   that   we   can't   keep   doing   but   the   horse   can   and   is   trained   to,   all   right   is   able  

to   create   that   for   the   patient   to   get   that   perfect   practice.   Also   there's   stability,   there's  

lateral   flexion   and   then   there's   flexion   and   extension   that   gets   enhanced   every   time   the  

horse   takes   a   forward   step.   

 

All   right,   and   then   that   helps   in   creating   postural   control   'cause   the   patient   has   to   react  

to   that   acceleration   and   deceleration   of   that   step   starting   and   stopping.   If   any   of   you  

ride   horses   and   if   you   do,   you'll   note   that   when   you   want   your   horse   to   move   forward,  

you   sort   of   move   your   pelvis   anteriorly   and   you   unweight   your   seat   bones.   When   you  

want   that   horse   to   stop,   you   pelvicly   tilt   posteriorly   and   set   your   seat   bones   down   into  

their   back.   All   right,   and   that   gives   them   that   training   to   do   that.   So   essentially   the  

horse   is   doing   the   opposite.   The   patient's   not   asking   that,   the   horse   as   they're   walking  
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is   doing   that   to   the   patient,   if   you   understand   that   concept.   The   other   thing   is   is   that  

you   know,   the   rotational   movements   that   the   horse   has   to   the   patient   from   their   pelvic  

muscles   and   input   stimulates   upper   thoracic   and   lower   lumbar   for   a   spinal   sequencing.  

So   here   we   know   that   all   the   way   up   the   vertebral   column   to   the   cervical   vertebrae,  

from   the   lumbar   spine   and   the   pelvis,   there   is   vibratory   and   facilitatory   impulses   as   the  

horse   moves   and   that,   it   also   moves   diagonally.   So   while   the   horse   is   walking,   left   right,  

left   right   'cause   when   they   walk,   they   move   their   same   left   hind   leg   forward   and   then  

their   left   foreleg   forward   and   then   they   move   their   hind   leg   forward   and   then   their   left  

foreleg   forward.   

 

So   it's   a   four-beat,   symmetrical,   rhythmical   pattern.   That's   right   left   which   helps   create  

a   little   bit   more   rotation   and   a   diagonal   pattern   through   the   spine   and   through   the  

shoulder   girdle   to   be   able   to   affix   it   to   effect   arm   swing   as   well   as   lower   extremity  

movement   patterns.   Again,   so   this   is   where   arm   swing   is   I   think,   you   know,   we   forget  

that   we   can   actually   use   the   horse's   movement   to   have   arms   swing   and   for   some  

reason   it's   not   working   again.   All   right,   the   pointer   just   doesn't   want   to,   oh   there   we   go  

all   right.   So   here,   arm   swing   can   be   developed   because   the,   as   the   right   leg   pushes   off,  

okay,   the   right   arm   swings   forward   and   swings   backwards   pardon   me.   And   that's  

acceleration.   

 

As   the   left   leg   sets   down,   the   left   arm   swings   forward   and   that's   deceleration.   So   we  

get   that   rotational   motion   through   the   spine   to   help   create   arm   swing   in   gait.   So   in  

wrapping   this   up,   these   are   just   a   few   of   the   research   articles   that   I   pulled   out   that   I   felt  

were   really   important   for   physical   therapy   practice   that   have   to   do   with   the   effects   of  

motor   control   in   different   diagnoses   and   gross   motor   control   as   well   as   patients   as   far  

as   any   of   the   systems   that   they   have   that   could   be   impaired.   So   these   were   some   of  

the   better   research   articles   that   I   felt   were   really   important   to   be   able   to   see   and   if   you  

want   more   reference   to   more,   I   will   tell   you   you   can   go   to   the   American   Hippotherapy  

website   and   it   will   definitely   give   you   more   of   the,   there's   more   research   articles   than  
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that.   Okay,   questions.   So   now   let's   go   to   the   question   box   and   see   if   I   can   get   through  

all   of   these.   Annette   asked   if   somebody   with   spasticity   and   rigidity   can   benefit,   oh   yes.  

So   here's   the   thing   Annette   is   that   spasticity   all   right,   because   of   the   rotational  

component   that   the   horse   is   inputting,   the   spasticity   will   relax   right?   'Cause   we   can   use  

rotation   to   relax   spasticity   and   rigidity.   So   there's   definitely   benefit   and   that's   the   part  

that   we   see   is   that   that's   repetitive   again.   That   it's   consistent,   it's   over   and   over   and  

over   so   we   can   relax   some   of   that   spasticity   and   rigidity   to   be   able   to   then   activate   and  

try   to   get   the   muscles   to   move   in   a   coordinated   action   for   a   functional   activity.   Christine  

asked,   guiding   the   horse   in   one,   does   guiding   the   horse   in   one   direction   through   turns  

or   in   a   particular   circular   pattern   elicit   activation   of   the   weak   side?   All   right,   so   here's   an  

interesting   thing.   There   is   no   cookbook   like   I   keep   saying.   

 

So   truthfully,   if   you   have   a   weak   side   you   are   better   off   doing   straight   lines   and   getting  

symmetry   first   through   the   horse's   movement   because   when   you   start   to   circle,   you   are  

going,   the   horse   typically   shortens   one   side   of   its   body   and   elongates   the   other   side   of  

its   body   and   you   would   think   logically   that   might   carry   over   to   our   patient   but   what  

happens   is   sometimes   it's   too   great   of   a   challenge.   So   I   always   say   when   there   is   an  

asymmetry   or   a   hemiplegia   or   they   don't   have   good   weight   shifting   from   one   side   to  

the   other,   don't,   don't   start   with   circles.   Start   with   straight   lines,   start   with   activation   of  

maybe   modulating   the   horse's   movement   within   the   walk   gait   or   through   walking   and  

stopping.   

 

I   think   that   you   will   see   that   eventually,   you   will   get   more   symmetry   through   the   body.  

The   other   thing   you   have   to   remember   is   if   you   weight   bear   down   on   the   upper  

extremities   and   they   can   do   that,   say   on   a,   on   a   piece   of   equipment   you   might   put   on  

the   horse   or   on   the   horse's   rump   or   withers,   the   front   of   the   horse.   When   you   create  

that,   you   get   stability   all   right,   through   the   upper   extremity   to   the   shoulder   girdle   which  

then   creates   more   movement   through   the   spine   and   the   pelvis.   So   that   helps   activate  

the   pelvis   and   as   you're   doing   that,   you're   strengthening   the   back   extensors   and   the  
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abdominal   muscles.   So   that   would   help   with   symmetry.   And   that   again,   someone  

asked   about   scoliosis,   Stephanie.   So   yes,   so   scoliosis   definitely   can   be   improved   if   it's  

functional   and   it's   not   too   great   of   a   curve.   There   are   studies   on   that   and   they   were   in  

the   German   studies.   I   don't   know,   they   were   all   in   German   when   I   did   my   research   and  

I   had   to   have   them   translated   but   they're   older   studies   but   yes,   I   think   if   you   have   a  

functional   curve   all   right,   and   I   say   depending   on   the   cognitive   ability   of   your   patient  

depending   on   their   diagnosis   and   what   their   other   motor   control   looks   like,   all   right.  

Depending   on   the   size   of   the   curve,   you   definitely   will   make   a   difference.   Now   I   would  

say   probably   20   to   30%   of   a   curve,   anything   after   that   might   be   too   much   of   a  

challenge   because   the   movement   is   gonna   override   the   curve   and   you're   gonna   lose  

and   you're   not   gonna   be   able   to   gain   the   ability   for   them   to   regain   their   upright  

position.   

 

So   you   have   to   again   use   your   clinical   judgment   when   it   comes   to   how   you   feel   this  

patient   is   off   of   the   horse   before   you   put   them   on   the   horse.   'Cause   once   you   impose  

three   dimensional   motion   on   them   you   have   to   be   able   to   know   that   they   can   tolerate   it  

and   if   it's   too   much   a   challenge   for   them   you   could   exacerbate   a   problem   there.   Could  

a   side   sit   position,   Nina   asked,   address   the   asymmetries   in   spinal   curvatures?   So   no,  

so   I   think   that   again,   thinking   about   side   sit.   So   side   sit,   you're   first   of   all   it's   a   very  

challenging   position   for   someone.   So   it   could   be   really   difficult   and   what's   gonna  

happen,   if   they're   side   sitting   toward   the   outside   of   the   horse,   say   you   know,   as   the  

horse   is   going   around   or   going   on   a   straight   line   that   is   gonna   make   them   feel   like   they  

wanna   be   in   an   extension   moment   all   right?   'Cause   it's   gonna   feel   like   they   have   to   self  

correct   into   extension.   If   you   have   them   side   sit   to   the   inside,   they're   gonna   flex   'cause  

they're   gonna   try   to   self   correct   into   flexion   all   right.   So   again   you   can   exacerbate   some  

of   that.   So   again,   straight   lines   are   really   the   best   way   to   start   with   that.   Side   sit   is   good  

or   modified   site   sit   is   good   once   the   person   has   the   postural   control   all   right   and   you  

want   to   work   on   other   activities.   So   there   may   be   other   activity   restrictions   and  

limitations,   maybe   rotation.   Maybe   them   using   their   upper   extremities   for   something,  
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maybe   shoulder   girdle   activity   but   definitely   that's   much   more   challenging.   So   don't  

start   there.   The,   she   asked   what   is   the   youngest   age   I   have   had   on   a   horse.   Oh   man,  

you   put   me   on   the   spot   there.   Don't   start   anyone   younger   than   two,   that's   my  

professional   recommendation.   I've   been   doing   this   a   long   time   and   working   in   peds  

since   I   graduated   PT   school.   I   have   put   children   who   have   been   10   months   of   age,   I  

know   therapists   who   work   with   infants.   Again,   the   time   on   the   horse   is   very   limited.  

Maybe   for   an   infant   you   would   have   maybe,   three   or   four   minutes.   And   again,   you   have  

to   decide   and   this   is   why   I   say   don't   do   this   until   you're   working   with   an   older  

population   and   really   can   figure   out   what's   going   on,   you   need   to   realize   that   not   only  

their   chronological   age   but   their   developmental   age.   So   think   about   where   they   are  

developmentally,   think   about   where   all   the   rest   of   the   systems   are.   If   you're   imposing  

too   much   on   that   system,   you're   not   gonna   get   the   benefit   that   you're   looking   for.   So  

sometimes,   hippotherapy   is   not   the   right,   not   the   right   tool   to   use   in   the   plan   of   care   for  

an   infant   or   a   child.   

 

And   unless   you   have   experience   with   doing   hippotherapy   and   with   this   population,   you  

know   I   think   you   should   not   start   at   a   young,   young   age.   I'd   say   start   at   two.   You   know,  

I   know   when   I   started,   it   was   actually   three   years   old   when   I   started.   We   didn't  

recommend   under   three.   I   started   putting   kids   on   who   were   two   years   old   and   15  

months   old   and   before   I   knew   it   I   had   the   10-month-old   on   because   the   mother  

begged   me   because   I   treated   her   other   child   and   she   couldn't   believe   the   benefit.   But  

she   had   brought   this   child   to   me   when   they   were   a   little   older   and   she's   like,   this   child  

needs   it   and   I   don't   care,   I   want   him   on.   And   we   got   great   results   with   it.   But   again   you  

have   to   know   your   own   limitations   as   a   therapist   and   remember,   if   you're   imposing  

three-dimensional   motion   through   space   it   is   a   very   powerful   tool   and   you   really   need  

to   know   the   population   you're   working   with   and   have   experience   because   you   could  

overdo   it   and   do   more   harm   than   good.   So   you   have   to   be   very   careful   about   that.   Let  

me   see,   Lina   asks   is   it   hard   if   the   therapist   is   not   tall   enough?   Yeah   sometimes   it   is   and  

we   did   talk   about   that.   So   if   the   therapist   is   not   tall   enough   to   make   adjustments  
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needed   while   the   patient   is   riding,   again   not   riding.   I   don't   know   if   there's   an   issue   with  

the   word   there   but   we   don't   ride,   we   treat   on   the   horse.   So   while   the   patient   is   being  

treated   on   the   horse,   is   that   a   limitation?   No   because   depending   on   your   techs   and  

depending   on   who   you're   working   with,   you   may   be   able   to   have   them   you   know,   place  

the   child   on   the   horse   and   be   there   for   safety   and   then   you   tell   the   horse   handler   how  

you   want   them   to   move   the   horse   and   you're   there.   So   it   depends   on   your   team,   how  

educated   your   team   is,   how   much   you've   trained   them.   I   always   worked   with   the   same  

team   on   different   days   because   I   needed   the   consistency   of   them   working   together   as  

a   fine   working   machine   for   me   as   one   unit.   

 

So   you   can   make   the   adjustments   while   the   patient   is   on   the   horse   by   having   the   horse  

stop   possibly   and   just   showing   what   you   want   to   your   PT   tech   and   have   them   do   that.  

Now   when   it   comes   to   facilitating,   of   course   a   tech   can't   facilitate.   So   again   depending  

on   your   patient   will   depend   on   whether   you're   gonna   be   able   to   do   that   or   not.   What,  

Doreena   asks   what   percentage   of   these   patients   would   you   say   typically   regress   or  

lose   their   gain   over   time?   

 

Once   they're   not   having   hippotherapy   in   their   treatment?   So   I   am   gonna   tell   you,   I   have  

never   seen   a   regression.   I   had   a   patient   who   came   to   me   every   summer   all   right  

because   he   got   PT   in   the   school   and   then   he   was,   he   lived   in   a   different   part   of   the  

town   and   then   for   the   summer,   the   mother,   he   wasn't   in   a   school   program   and   plus   she  

adjunct   that   with   private   therapy   where   she   lived   and   she   would   pull   him   out   of   that  

and   then   he   would   come   to   me   because,   so   sort   of   their   summer   home   area   and   come  

to   me   for   PT   and   I   remember   speaking   with   the   therapist   that   they   typically   would   see  

during   the   school   year   and   they   remarked   at   how   he   never   loses   what   he   gained   when  

he   was   with   me.   He   always   comes   back   better.   So   like   any   therapy   treatment   that  

should   occur,   otherwise   you're   not   using   the   right   tools.   So   you   have   to   know   how   to  

apply   your   tool,   you   have   to   know   how   to   make   it   effective   and   you   have   to   make   sure  

you   overlay   it   with   other   tools   and   other   facilitation   and   other   interventions   that   are   in  
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your   scope   of   practice   for   a   patient   to   gain   and   retain   those   functional   skills   right?   So  

that's   the   key   in   any   therapy   treatment   with   any   therapy   tool,   it   doesn't   change.   I   have  

to   tell   you   all   my   patients   progressed   wonderfully.   I   cannot   say   I   saw   a   regression   at  

any   time   and   I   cannot   say   that   they   ever,   I   got   reports   that   there   were   regressions   from  

the   family   or   other   treating   therapists   who   they   may   have   gone   to.   Morgan   asked,   does  

hippotherapy   require   a   horse   handler?   Oh   I   answered   that   already   Morgan   I   think.   Yes,  

you   always   need   a   skilled   horse   handler.   You   should   have   two   people   on   either   side  

most   of   the   time   for   safety   unless   there's   a   reason   why   you   wouldn't   and   that's   up   the  

therapist's   clinical   decision   and   we   talk   about   in   the   actual   courses   that   we   do   for  

hippotherapy   with   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association.   Rakesh   asked,   so  

therapists   can   bill   it   under   exercise   therapy   code   therex,   yes?   Yeah   well   if   you're  

working   on   what   is   described   under   therex,   if   you're   working   on   strength   and   range   of  

motion,   all   right   then   it's   therex   right?   

 

If   you're   working   on   neuromuscular   rehabilitation   and   you're   working   on   neuroread  

you're   gonna   use   that   code   if   it's   a   balance   or   a   coordination   issue   right?   So  

depending   on   what   you're   actually   working   on   depends   on   the   code   you   use.   So  

hippotherapy's   just   a   tool,   it's   not   a   procedure.   It's   not   a,   it's   not   a   separate   practice.  

It's   not   something   that's   done   by   itself.   It's   like   any   therapeutic   exercise   or   any  

neuromotor   facilitation   or   any   sensory   processing   integration   activity   that   you   would  

do.   You   decide   what   the   goal   is   and   what   the   impairment   is   that   you're   working   on   and  

then   that   sort   of   deems   what   your   billing   code   is.   Right,   so   if   you   think   of   the   ICF   model  

and   you've,   I   always   make   people   when   I   take   these,   the   actual   course   for   them,   fill   out  

an   ICF   model.   Like   tell   me   what   the   impairment   is.   Tell   me   what   the   activity   restriction  

is.   Tell   me   what   the   participation   limitation   is   and   from   there,   tell   me   what   tools   and  

interventions   you   think   are   gonna   work   for   this   patient.   And   then   from   there,   write   your  

note.   Because   the   billing   codes   will   all   be   in   there.   If   you're   working   on   strength   and  

balance   and   range   of,   strength   and   range   of   motion   it   may   be   therex.   If   you're   working  

on   balance   and   coordination   or   motor   control,   it   may   be   neuro   rehab,   if   you're   working  
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on   gait   training,   it's   gonna   be   gait   training.   So   again   it   depends   on   what   you're   doing.   I  

hope   that   helped   answer   your   question.   There's   no   separate   code   for   hippotherapy   for  

all   of   you   to   understand   that.   Iona,   Iona   I   think   it   is   said,   is   there   a   database   of   stables  

available   to   offer   this?   I   lost   her,   could   we   go   back   to   her   question.   I'm   sorry,   you  

scrolled   up   and   I   missed   it.   Nope,   a   little   bit   more.   Something   about   a   database   of  

therapy   places.   Oh   there   it   is   okay.   So   there   is   not   a   database.   If   you   live   in   Chicago,  

what   I   will   tell   you   is   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association   does   have   on   their  

website   a   listing   of   therapists   that   have   had   training   okay.   And   they   list   it   by   state   and  

then   town   and   they   have   their   email   in   there.   So   you   can   contact   them.   So   I   would  

direct   you   there   to   find   a   therapist   tab   on   the   American   Hippotherapy   website   and  

that's   international.   

 

So   you   can   find   a   therapist   internationally   there   too.   Concerning   the   stables,   so   the  

thing   is,   is   the   therapist   might   be   setting   up   a   practice   at   an   stable   all   right   because   it's  

gets   built   through   therapy.   So   it's   not   like   there's   a   listing   of   stables,   there's   a   listing   of  

therapists   who   practice   this   and   then   you   have   to   see   where   they   work   out   of.   Is   it   okay  

to   be   with   a   child   on   the   horse?   Ah,   so   that's   something   we   go   into   in   the   course   too.   It  

is   called   tandem   hippotherapy,   we   do   not   typically   recommend   it   because   it   can  

definitely   injure   the   horse   if   you're   not   sitting   in   the   right   position   on   the   horse's   back  

'cause   there's   an   area   where   the   ribcage   stops   and   you   have   that   lumbosacral   joint  

that's   unsupported   by   bony,   you   know   prominences   that   could   cause   problems   in   their  

musculoskeletal   system.   

 

And   it   does   present   an   element   of   safety   that   is   a   little   more   risky.   In   the   past   we   did  

sometimes   get   on   the   horse   with   the   patient   if   we   felt   we   needed   to   for   part   of   the  

treatment.   However   what   I   do   wanna   stress   is   that   we   don't,   there's   so   many   ways   that  

we   teach   you   not   to   do   that   when   you   take   the   course   that   you   don't   have   to.   You   can  

facilitate   without   that   and   then   as   a   last   resort.   But   there   are   qualifications   for   that.   So  

the   therapist   is   the   only   one   that's   allowed   to   get   on   the   horse   with   the   patient.   The  
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therapist   needs   to   be   able   to   ride   without   stirrups,   saddle   or   holding   onto   the   reins   at  

walk,   trot   and   canter   in   both   directions   on   a   20   meter   circle   because   they   need   to   be  

independent   on   the   horse   in   case   of   an   emergency   because   then   they   could   hand   the  

patient   off   to   their   therapy   tech   on   the   ground   and   still   protect   themselves.   So   there's   a  

whole   list   of   stuff   that   goes   along   with   that   and   we   go   over   that   in   the   actual   training.  

Would   a   therapist   ever   treat,   oh   we   already   talked   about   that.   Okay,   Gretchen   says   do   I  

own   my   own   hippotherapy   treatment   center?   No,   I   own   my   own   physical   therapy  

practice.   So   again,   it's   not   a   hippotherapy   treatment   center.   It   is   a   therapy   practice   and  

I   did   not   own   the   horse,   well   I   shouldn't   say   that.   I   did,   I   did,   my   own   horses   I   did   use  

and   then   I   used   other   people's   horses   at   the   facility   where   I   was   and   I   had   a   contract  

with   them   to   have   my   practice   on   site.   And   again,   we   are   a   business   course   that   goes  

into   that   for   the   American   Hippotherapy   Association,   that   will   be   able   to   give   you  

information   on   that.   

 

But   remember,   this   is   not   a   hippotherapy   program.   This   is   not   a   hippotherapy   stable.  

This   is   a   therapy   practice   and   like   with   any   therapy   practice   you   set   it   up   the   way   you  

want   and   if   you   need   a   horse,   you   make   arrangements   for   that   with   the   stable.   Is   there  

an   evidence-based   report   of   studies   that   have   been   done?   Yes   there   are  

evidence-based   studies.   And   that   you   can   find   on   our   website   for   the   American  

Hippotherapy   Association.   Morgan   asks,   have   I   heard   about   TMR?   Yes   I   have   and   I'm  

trained   in   it   and   I   love   it,   and   I   used   to   use   that   as   well   as   part   of   my   training   and   into  

my   treatment   with   my   child.   So   I   think   yes,   it's   an   absolutely   wonderful   intervention   to  

include   in   the   plan   of   care.   When   you're   including   hippotherapy   in   the   treatment.   She  

asked   what   is   the   best   age   that   you   have   noticed   to   gain   benefits?   Any   age,   I've  

treated   adults   up   to   87   years   old   who   have   gained   after   not   having   therapy   for   years.  

Excuse   me,   when   you   take   the   course   you   have   a   number   of   videos   of   some   adults   but  

it,   if   they   are   properly   evaluated   by   the   guidelines   that   we   give   you   when   you   take   the  

course,   you   should   be   able   to   make   changes   in   the   body   without   any   problem.   Just   like  

any   treatment   tool   all   right.   Is   there   a   difference   between   Eastern,   English   and  
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Western?   No,   as   long   as   you   have   a   well-trained   horse   that's   all   that   matters.   The  

training   is   not   only   English   or   only   Western-trained   horses.   There   are   wonderful  

quarterhorses   out   there   who   are   trained   Western   and   some   of   them   do   reigning   and  

some   of   them   do   barrel   racing   and   some   of   them   are   performance   horses   and   all   of  

those   horses,   as   long   as   their   gait   and   their   walk   is   flexible   and   balanced,   then   they   are  

gonna   be   a   valuable   therapy   horse.   And   of   course   their   mental   attitude   is   safe.   Jay  

asks,   what   is   the   best   age   that   I've   noticed   to   gain,   I   already   talked   about   that.  

Stephanie,   have   I   became   aware   of   the   PATH   program?   Yes,   so   PATH   has   therapeutic  

horsemanship   programs.   

 

Yes   but   that's,   so   here's   the   thing   with   PATH.   PATH   is   a   horse   center   for   people   with  

disabilities,   you   can   certainly   have   a   therapy   practice   on   their   site   and   that's   how   I  

would   recommend   it.   They're   not   really   a   medical   model   to   be   able   to   bill   for   therapy.  

And   I   will   say   that   you   need   to   understand   that   we   do,   AHA   has   a   relationship   with  

PATH,   however   we   do   support   our   therapists   as   a   medical   practice   for   physical  

therapy.   So   I   know   that   PATH   centers   do   call   it   a   hippotherapy   program   and   we   are  

working   with   them   to   change   that   and   I   believe   that   will   happen.   All   right,   so   I   am  

hoping   that   we   have   answered   all   of   your   questions.   It,   and   it's   been   a   pleasure   for   me  

to   present   here   for   PT.com.   And   I   think   I'm   ready   to   wrap   it   up   here   Calista.  

 

-   [Calista]   All   right,   this   is   Calista   your   moderator.   It   looks   like   we   might   have   one   other  

question   in   here.   And   that's   a   good   question.   Can   you   address   that   Lori?  

 

-   Okay.  

 

-   [Calista]   Are   you   able   to   see   that?  

 

-   [Lori]   Yeah,   let   me   see.   Is   it   from   Cheet?   How   long   does   it   take   to   get   trained?   Yes,  

so,   so   the   courses   are,   like   the   part   one   course   that   is   typically   three   days.   Right   now,  
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but   there   is   an   online   component   to   that.   So   you   do   an   online   equine   skills   self   study  

and   then   you   do   a   learning   module   about   some   principles   and   that's   online   as   well   and  

then   right   now   because   of   COVID,   we   don't   have   on   site.   So   we   have   just   developed   a  

two-day,   four   hour   day   each   webinar   that's   live,   that's   presented   and,   and   then   there   is  

an   onsite   component   where   we   do   the   actual   practicums   where   you   actually   get   to  

work   with   the   horses   and   the   patients   and   you   see   us   actually   demonstrating   treatment  

and   we   problem   solve   out.   Like   how   to   evaluate   a   patient   and   we   let   you,   you   know,  

use   your   clinical   decision   about   what   type   of   horse   and   equipment   and   movement   and  

all   of   that.   But   right   now,   because   of   COVID   those   are   not   getting   scheduled  

unfortunately   but   they   will   be.   And   then   we   also   offer   it   as   a   three-day   on   site   course  

when   COVID   is   over   hopefully   and   then   there   is   the   other   part   of   that.   So   there's   a  

second   part   of   that   called   part   two,   that   is   a   four-day   course   that   takes   place   on   site  

and   that   is   where   you   break   up   into   teams,   generally   three   to   four   therapists   to   a   team  

and   you   treat   a   patient   over   two   days   and   then   we   also   work   with   training   principles   for  

the   horses   for   you   in   hippotherapy.   

 

So   it   probably   overall,   I   would   say   if   you   were   looking   at   time   and   you   took   the   part   one  

first,   that   would   be,   I   would   say   three   days.   And   then   the   part   two   is   four   days,   so   it's  

seven   days   in   total.   It   probably,   after   you   take   the   part   one,   you   should   practice   it   and  

get   mentored   a   little   by   one   of   our   faculty   or   someone   who   is   a   clinical   specialist   in  

hippotherapy   and   give   yourself   a   little   time   of   practice   before   you   actually   take   the   part  

two.   We   usually   say   anywhere,   it   depends   on   how   many   patients   you're   seeing   in   a  

week.   Incorporating   it   but   we   say   you   know,   if   you   have   so   many   hours   after   that,  

maybe   30   hours   of   treatment   or   40   hours   of   treatment   and   you   feel   comfortable   and   it's  

time   to   take   the   next   course.   Or   some   therapists   say   nope,   I   wanna   wait   the   three  

months   or   six   months   in   between   courses.   It's   up   to   you,   everyone's   learning   style.  

And   then   there   is   a   certification   exam   you   can   take   through   what   we   call   the   AHCB  

Board.   The   American   Hippotherapy   Certification   Board.   There   is   a   link   on   the   American  

Hippotherapy   website,   that   also   will   bring   that   to   you.   So   I'm   sorry,   these   last   two  
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slides   sort   of   talk   about   that   component   of   our   education   here.   All   right,   and   then   let  

me   see   here.   Yeah,   I   guess   that's   it.   So   the   two   day   foundation   course   and   the   one   day  

hippotherapy   treatment   course.   So   you   can   go   to   the   American   Hippotherapy  

Association   website   to   get   that   information   about   the   courses   and   the,   and   the  

certification   for   it.   Certification   for   a   clinical   specialty   is   only   for   PTs.   The   certification  

that   is   an   AHCB   certification   is   for   PTs   and   PTAs.   So   for   the   hippotherapy   clinical  

specialist,   there   is   a   number   of   hours   that   you   need   to   be   working   in   your   field   as   well  

as   incorporating   hippotherpy   for   the   AHCB   certification.   You   need   to   take   both   of   the  

part   one   and   part   two   courses   and   then   sit   for   the   exam.   But   all   that   information   is   on  

the   website.   

 

Am   I   seeing   patients,   oh   so   yes.   There   are   many   therapists   now   who   are   seeing   their  

patients   during   COVID   and   they   go   through   all   the   guidelines   that   they   need   to   do   as  

any   other   outpatient   therapy   practice   would   okay?   Let's   see,   that   was   Morgan.   Morgan  

asked   about   that,   we   actually,   we   do   free   webinars   on,   with   other   therapists   who   are  

doing   COVID   you   know,   who   are   in   our   patient   and   doing   COVID   treatment   and   you  

know,   not   COVID   treatment   but   treating   during   COVID   and   explaining   how   they   got  

through   and   what   they've   done.   So   we   have   like   a   discussion   group   that   goes   on   and  

those   webinars   happen   every   once   in   awhile   on   the   website   as   we   see   a   need.   So   it  

just   connects   therapists   to   see   you   know,   what   they're   doing.   So   some   therapists   have  

shared   that   they've   used   visors,   that   they've   used   masks,   that   they've   used   all   sorts   of  

different   techniques   to   be   able   to   keep   everyone   safe.   So   again,   yes   it's   just   like   any  

other   PT   outpatient   practice.   You   have   to   take   care   and   clean   everything   and   do   what  

you   need   to   do   for   the   COVID   guidelines.   Is   there   any   pain   during   the   first   few  

sessions?   Ruthie   asks,   so   certainly   no   there   should   not   be   any   pain.   If   you   have   pain,  

you   should   discontinue   just   like   with   any   other   treatment   intervention.   Definitely   do   not  

do   it   if   you   have   pain.   Let's   see   here.   Is   there   a   list   of   PTs?   Oh,   we   did   say   that.   A   list   of  

PTs   there   on   the   AHA   website   under   Find   A   Therapist.   There's   also   SLPs   and  

occupational   therapists   listed   on   there   as   well.   And   I   think.  
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-   I   believe   so.  

 

-   That   might   be   it.  

 

-   I   believe   that   was   the   last   question.  

 

-   I   think   we   got.   Yeah   well,   okay   well   thank   you   so   much   for   honoring   me   to   be  

presenting   this   to   you   guys   and   again,   you   can   get   in   touch   with   me   at   any   time   if   you  

need   to.   I   am   on   the   AHA   website   as   Education   Chair   and   I'm   on   their   board.   So   my  

pleasure   to   present   this   to   you   and   I   hope   to   see   you   taking   some   other   courses   and  

maybe   come   and   mentoring   you   for   treatment.  

 

-   [Calista]   Wonderful,   thank   you   so   much   Lori   for   sharing   your   expertise   with   us   today.  

What   a   great   course.   So   I'm   gonna   go   ahead   and   close   out   today's   course,   have   a  

great   day   everyone.  
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